
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

Engaging & Sensing (3 months)
We'll engage key stakeholders across your organisation to
evaluate what is top of mind for them and to align the DEI
ambition with your business operations. We'll also assess
areas for quick effective wins and determine a baseline from
which to measure interventions. 

Dialogues & Coaching (3 - 6 months) 
Bring alignment and awareness to a broader selection of your
organisation, host sessions with people from different
departments, across hierarchies and job functions. Change
leadership concerns, mindsets, visions and processes that fuel
large-scale transformation. Personal leadership should not be
restricted to management, but cascade throughout the
organisation. 

Action Pilots & Storytelling (6 months - 1 year) 
Using an intrapreneurial approach, we'll develop with you 2-3
pilot projects aligned with your ambition based on  three
change dimensions. By executing these projects throughout the
organisation, you'll create momentum and a case for more
wide-spread change as well as building your internal capacity
of change leaders. Share successes and setbacks in powerful
stories so that your people are authentically brought along in
the journey.

www.better-future.com

Project Phases

We work with organisations who are interested in embedding diversity, equity and inclusion as a core part of their business strategy and daily
operations. People are the biggest strategic differentiators of most successful companies and we help our clients cultivate a culture where each
person can reach their full potential and bring their whole selves to the table. Being diverse and inclusive is essential to being a future proof
organisation.

Change Dimmensions

Ready to explore the appetite for a bigger strategic project within your
company? Want to experience our work? We'll host a 2 hour introductory
session in which you'll get a taste of our transformation approach and get
clarity on the drive behind your diversity equity and inclusion ambition. 
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co-creation | experiential learning | empowerment

let's make epic shifts happen together

Leadership for a culture that serves different people 

Culture & leadership

Structural Change

It's not enough to bring different people to the table.
Building a culture where diverse voices are
encouraged is essential. This includes developing an
internal capacity for skills like curiosity, deep listening,
unconscious bias awareness, psychological safety, and
how to foster empowered vulnerability within teams
and the broader organisation. 

Measurement & Feedback Loops
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Do the operations and governance of your
organisation support your ambition? Do they allow
your people to take the necessary risks in order to
foster diversity and inclusion? We'll look at things like
HR policy, recruitment, development practices, and
key performance metrics to design structural changes
that support diversity and inclusion in your
organisation. 

Being accountable to your mission is key to making a
real difference. We'll help you set a baseline and
evaluate interventions using external markers of
impact like ESG reporting and science based targets
(SBTs), making your progress and impact tangible and
allowing you to continuously learn from impact
efforts. 

Get started with an intro session

http://www.better-future.com/


Who we are
We are a social impact consulting firm
operating at the intersection of systemic
change, strategy, organisational
psychology and leadership. 

We partner with our clients to co-create
change initiatives with one common
mission: to help them integrate their
social commitments into their strategic
agenda and daily operations. We do this
by analysing complex global and
organisational challenges, understanding
root causes, assessing current responses
and developing collective and individual
solutions. We enable transformations by
taking our clients away from the desk, on
the ground, and in partnership with the
end user, beneficiary or customer. 

We work across sectors, supporting and
bridging non-profits, corporates, public
organisations, social enterprises,
foundations and investors to make epic
shifts in the world. Collaboration and
connection is essential to tackling
complex social and environmental
challenges and we believe public, private
and non-profit actors have to work
together to be effective forces for good.

What we do

Who we work with

MAKINGMAKING  
EPICEPIC
SHIFTSSHIFTS  
HAPPENHAPPEN
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MAKING EPIC
SHIFTS ON
THREE LEVELS

Systemic
Most challenges we face as a society are complex
and systemic in nature. They involve many actors,
interacting in a variety of ways. Outcomes are the
emergent properties of these systems. We help our
clients challenge unnecessary hierarchy, optimise for
collective learning rather than for control, and
achieve progress through experimentation and
continuous learning.

Relationship
The quality of human relationships is the single
most important factor in making larger systemic
shifts happen. We assume positive intent and trust
people, sharing power and supporting each other
to make the best decisions. We help our clients
give power to those who are best placed to act,
champion the voices of those who are heard the
least, and collaborate across boundaries and silos
within and outside of the organisation. It is from
dissonant perspectives and voices that we learn the
most.

Individual 
Leadership
Change leadership concerns the driving forces, mindsets,
visions and processes that fuel large-scale transformation.
This leadership should not be restricted to management, but
cascade throughout the organisation. We help our clients
develop future-proof inclusive leadership abilities that are
necessary to enable systemic change. We know that the
most effective, innovative and transformative projects start
with a single leader driven by strong passion and purpose.
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1.Management 
Alignment & 
Ownership

2.Cross-Functional Change
Team Development

3. Power to 
the People

Developing strategic
management
alignment around and
ownership of social
impact priorities.
Setting the tone at the
top is key. 

Building a cross-functional team of
frontrunners who are intrinsically
motivated to instigate change. We
help develop them as change
facilitators so they can lead and
foster ongoing transformation and
integration. 

Developing (personal
leadership) skills of people
on the ground in order to
foster learning, agility and
ownership across the change
process.

4. Measuring Impact
Designing and implementing tools for
assessing impact and helping our
clients communicate their impact with
internal and external stakeholders.
Using progress reporting as a catalyst
for the change process. 

5.Storytelling for Impact
Capturing and sharing by encouraging
listeners to connect to a different view
because people make sense of the
world in stories. These stories help us
connect to a common purpose; to
showcase and celebrate quick wins and
long term shifts; and help make sense
of the bigger strategy.

WHAT'S OUR
APPROACH?
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Interested? Get in touch
iLet’s schedule a quick call so we can get to know
you better, hear about your impact ambitions,
and explore together whether there is a fit. 

We are headquartered in the Netherlands and
have representative consultants in Ghana,
Indonesia, USA, India, Egypt, and Kenya.

Better Future
Insulindestraat 104
3038 JC, Rotterdam
The Netherlands
+31 (0)85 016 32 77
intouch@better-future.com
www.better-future.com
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